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Abstract
Traditional analysis approaches tend to produce less than optimal results when interrogating complex
systems and systems of systems (SoSs). Typically this has nothing to do with the fidelity of the models in
question, rather it reflects on the capability of these models and simulations to explore the large
parameter spaces covered by complex systems and systems of systems. We propose a methodology and
set of tools that augments existing discrete event and continuum techniques by exploring huge
parameter spaces and encompassing uncertainty characterization and quantification. Agent-based
modeling and other heuristics-based approaches have been used with varying level of success with
regard to SoSs; we aim to provide an approach that can be applied to all four types of SoSs: Virtual,
Collaborative, Acknowledged and Directed. This approach extends agent-based modeling, leverages
Credal networks and a Multiple-Worlds approach for interrogating many states simultaneously while
providing answers to questions regarding future impact of capabilities and forensic analysis of existing
systems. This paper delves into the theory and practice behind our novel approach and describes a
highly successful application of the methodology.

1 Introduction
Commercial and federal entities alike are struggling with the interrogation, assessment, and testing of
complex systems and systems of systems (SoS). This is, in part, due to the expense of testing the
composed SoS with traditional build/test methodologies and the need to compose the SoS and test it
using just a handful of operational scenarios. Not only is this expensive, but it does not provide a
significant number of varied conditions to provide confidence in the overall performance and behavior
of the system. Many sectors, both public and private, have turned to modeling and simulation as an
alternative to live testing. However, traditional approaches to SoS modeling and simulation require
extensive detail and often many hours or days to produce data based on a single variation of input
parameters. A preponderance of SoS simulations are constructed from stand-alone simulations for each
component, a practice called federation. While the component-level simulations provide insight at the
component level, their composition typically does not produce the emergent behavior that is often seen
when components are combined. This is not to say that individual component models are unnecessary,
rather, the composition of these models into a larger federation or integrated simulation is untenable.
There are a number of techniques that have emerged over the past ten years that show great promise in
modeling very complex systems and/or systems of systems ranging from agent-based techniques to
Discreet Event Simulation Standard (DEVS) (Zeigler, Praehofer, & Kim, 2000). Agent-based modeling and
simulation provide a decent representation of possible behaviors at the SoS level but are based on
heuristics of the individual components and struggle to incorporate the top-down control exhibited in
directed Systems of Systems (Pyster & Olwell, 2013). Similarly, the DEVS paradigm provides a great
foundation for federating components together into a stable, interoperable simulation, but requires
reprogramming existing models. The approach derived and elucidated upon herein attempts to capture
and interrogate, through modeling and simulation, the four major types of Systems of Systems: Virtual,
Collaborative, Acknowledged and Directed (Dahmann & Baldwin, 2008).
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This work is based, in part, on the seminal work of Garrett, et al. in which the graph basis of Systems of
Systems is extolled and the links to Mission Threads are posited (Garrett, Baron, Moreland, & Anderson,
2012). Simply put, the novel method introduced herein ties together operational capabilities, strategies
for employment of the SoS, multiple, simultaneous operational tasks and extensions to Agent Based
Modeling (ABM) in a single methodology to interrogate the complex and oft-emergent behavior of
Systems of Systems.

2 Introducing Novel Methods for SoS Modeling and Simulation
2.1 SoS Modeling
Modeling systems of systems can be a tricky, non-trivial task regardless of the size of the SoS or the
complexity of the individual components. Part of the reason for this is the primary focus that is given to
the capabilities of the constituent components of the SoS. Rarely are the interactions between
components given attention beyond modeling data transfer via network connections. In order to
address the interactions and primarily the interoperability between constituent systems in the SoS we
must take a different approach to modeling the SoS.
The author proposes that instead of starting at the bottom and working to the top of the SoS in order to
model the entire SoS, one must conduct a hybrid
approach that focuses on the abstracted capabilities of
the components as well as the way the SoS is architected,
both physically and for employment. In order to do this,
one must develop a model of the SoS’s operational
environment or Mission Environment. This includes the
physical systems, their interactions, their capabilities, the
ways in which they will be employed given a wide array of
stimuli, the rules by which the components and the SoS
must abide, and other intangibles like the weather
Figure 1: Simple Physical Space Graph
and human components. Essentially, the Mission
Environment contains all of the Concept of Operations (CONOPS), Tactics, Techniques and Procedures
(TTPs), capabilities and scenarios that the SoS
would face in a kind of conceptual model.
Within each of the modern systems and SoS
architecture and modeling paradigms (DoDAF,
SysML, MoDAF, etc.) there exists the capability to
model the entities and their interactions, but many
of the views are disjointed, don’t provide enough
metadata or simply cannot be exercised effectively
in simulation (Jamshidi, 2009). It is necessary to
define as much of the governance about the SoS as
possible including not just the capabilities of the
components and the details of their network
Figure 2: Directed Multi-Graph as a Definition of the Mission
Environment
connections, but also their operational
behaviors, the methods and strategies to which
they will be employed, the programmatic regulations that constrain the components as well as the
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larger SoS and possible ways the system may respond to stimuli in the environment (Jamshidi, 2009).
Ultimately, the ability to define this conceptual model of the SoS within the current toolset and
methodologies is lacking (Pyster & Olwell, 2013).
The definition of this Mission Environment (ME) (Garrett, Baron, Moreland, & Anderson, 2012) is
tantamount to identifying all of the known
constituents and their capabilities, their
interactions with one another, the TTPs and
CONOPS of the comprised system, the natural
and man-made environment in which the SoS
will operate and the stimuli to which the SoS will
react. Ultimately, this distills to how well and
how consistently we abstract the models from
the referent – just how well do we need the
model to reproduce the real world? This may
seem like a tall order, but, as we will show later,
the information need not be complete in order
Figure 3: OODA Heuristic for Walk Building
to investigate the SoS. In order to define the ME,
the author proposes the use of multiple graphtheoretic concepts to capture the information necessary. The simplest graph-theoretic to be used is the
representation of the SoS as a physical system (Physical Space) with simple nodes identifying the
components and single, non-directed edges, connecting the nodes. This can be seen in Figure 1. In
order to capture more of the pertinent information about the capabilities of the nodes and the
component interactions a set of meta-data and multiple, directed edges must be added to this graph,
respectively. This directed multi-graph (Figure 2) is a reasonable depiction of the ME and contains
nearly all of the necessary information from which to derive the Mission Threads (MTs) (when
appropriate metadata is assigned to both nodes and edges).
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In order to extract the MTs from the ME, we must apply the employment strategies of the ME given
each of the stimuli. We do this by focusing on one stimuli at a time and extracting actions and reactions
taken in the ME when that stimulus is applied. This process must be bounded by a set of heuristics
adapted and extracted
from Boyd’s Observe,
Orient, Decide, Act
(OODA) loop construct
(Boyd, 1986). By
applying this heuristic
to the way we map
action and reaction in
the physical space, we
can define walks
through the ME that
ultimately form rich,
informative MTs. This
process is illustrated in
Figure 4. However, we
are not trying to pull all
of the possible paths
from the ME, instead
Figure 4: Mission Thread Creation via Walks

we want to extract
those that are
important or relevant to the goals we have defined with regard to the investigation we are performing.
In using the walks and the OODA heuristics to build the MTs we can accurately capture the cause and
effect relationships within the ME and can capture those events that are causally related throughout the
prosecution of a reaction to stimuli. We perform the MT thread analysis multiple times so that we have
between 2 and 20 MTs for any given ME. Ultimately, each MT defines how the system responds to the
governance and constraints imposed on the SoS in question (Figure 5).
Each of the nodes has likelihood of occurrence or can be modeled by some function. Traditionally, these
models can take the form of physical or probabilistic sub-models (Der Kiureghian & Ditlevsen, 2009). For
the purposes of this discussion we will focus on managing each node’s behavior (likelihood of reaction)
as either having known, stochastic behavior, or having an unknown or variable distribution. This
inevitably links to uncertainty quantification, which will be explored later in this document. This model
of each behavior can be derived from first principles, observational evidence, or subject matter expert
(SME) “best guess” and will be helpful in exploring the overall behaviors of the composition.
Within each Mission Thread, we have now represented many of the behaviors of the SoS (both within
the components and between them) as nodes on the directed graph. By assigning behavioral likelihood
functions to each node we have captured the likelihood of the outcome of the event as accurately as
possible. This implicitly provides us with a representation that indicates causality between
events/actions/reactions and which appears strikingly similar to Bayesian networks (McCabe, 1968). In
order to handle statistical and systematic uncertainty in our knowledge surrounding the behavior of
each of the events in the MT, we use a Credal network (de Campos & Cozman, Credal Networks, 2008)
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as opposed to a Bayesian. This allows us to not only use discontinuous distributions for behaviors, but
also provides very powerful inference into the system’s overall behaviors (de Campos & Cozman, Credal
Networks, 2008) (de Campos & Cozman, The Inferential Complexity of Bayesian and Credal Networks,
2004) (Zaffalon & Fagiuoli, 2003) (Maua, de Campos, Benavoli, & Antonucci, 2013). Utilizing Credal
networks also allows us to capture a reasonable quantification of the uncertainties that may be
associated with each event in the MT.
As a short aside, there are two primary types of uncertainty: aleatoric and epistemic. Aleatoric
uncertainties (i.e., statistical uncertainty) are those that are well known in theory and practice and can
typically be expressed by a stochastic function. In other words, these uncertainties exist and they
cannot be suppressed by more accurate measurements. Epistemic uncertainty (i.e., systematic
uncertainty) is due to those things that we could know in principle but do not know in practice; this may
be due to a lack of precise measurement or models excluding some effects. Epistemic uncertainties,
through measurement, may ultimately be reduced to aleatoric uncertainties. Because of the level of
abstraction that we are using and the complex, highly-dependent nature of SoSs we must represent
both aleatoric and epistemic uncertainties in an effort to drive out emergent behavior and better
manage or exploit uncertainty.
In order to garner the
appropriate information
to populate the
probabilities in the
Credal network, we have
multiple options to
explore. First, if we
know enough about the
event/action/reaction in
question, we can,
through first principles,
derive a function (or set
Figure 5: Multiple Mission Threads from a Single Mission Environment
of functions) that
describes probability of the event occurring. This assignment does require some finesse in that a
mapping between all of the parameters of the function and the likelihood of occurrence must be
mapped to one dimension, but there are well-established techniques to accomplish this (Mokbel, Aref,
& Kamel, 2003). The second method of populating these probabilities is to rely on empirical data from
other models and simulations, from testing the real-world systems, or from operation of the systems
themselves. For existing systems there typically exists plenty of data to support this methodology, but
for emerging systems there can be a lack of credible supporting evidence. Thirdly, one may also use
subject matter experts (SMEs) to approximate the behaviors or possible behaviors of the event in order
to explore the possible states of the SoS. For most SoSs, a combination of all three approaches may be
necessary to fill out all of the behaviors in the Mission Thread. One of the benefits of this modeling
approach is that we can combine these multiple data sources into a viable model while retaining and
understanding the pedigree of the answers and the assumptions made during the modeling process.
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2.2 SoS Simulation
What good, though, is a model unless it can be executed, interrogated, and examined through
simulation? In addition to developing a new modeling technique for SoSs, we have also developed a
simulation methodology that extends traditional agent-based modeling and really follows the saying,
“Whatever can happen, does happen,” from The Quantum Universe (Cox & Forshaw, 2011). Essentially,
the simulation technique that we have developed allows for nearly every permutation of system
behavior to be computed, in an extremely short period. Here we introduce the concepts of HyperAgents and collapsing wave functions to determine the behavior of the SoS as critical concepts in the
novel approach to simulation that we have constructed.

2.2.1

Collapsing Wave Functions

Let’s start with a concept from Quantum Mechanics (QM): wave function collapsing (Dirac, 1930)
(Schrodinger & Trimmer, 1935 (1980)) (von Neumann, 1932). In QM, particles are described by a wave
function that ultimately describes the state of the particle in multiple dimensions. When a
measurement is made, the wave function is said to collapse and the probabilities of its location and
state are pinned to one definite location at that instant in time. We perform something similar in
computing the conditionally dependent probabilities of each node in a Mission Thread.

Figure 6: Credal Sets of Distribution Functions
Make up Each Node in the Credal Net

The computation of the wave function collapsing stems from
Bayes’ original work in computing conditionally independent
probabilities, but we have expanded that formulation and
made a few assumptions to increase speed and reduce the
amount of information that is required to be known within
the model. Typically the foundations of a Bayesian network
require that the binary probabilities of occurrence of an
event are required for all parents of the node in question in
order to provide inference on the outcomes of that node. By
introducing distribution functions to each node and utilizing
Bayes’ and/or Credal’s (de Campos & Cozman, The Inferential
Complexity of Bayesian and Credal Networks, 2004)
formulations we can better identify a multitude of possible
outcomes for each node (Figure 6). The formulation of a
Credal network computation looks as below where a set K is

defined for each node X: 𝐾(𝑋|𝑝𝑎(𝑋)).
𝑝(Χ) = ∏𝑖 𝑝(𝑋𝑖|𝑝𝑎(𝑋𝑖

(1)

))
Equation (1) represents the formulation for the computation of the Credal network. Fortunately, this
factorizes as a standard Bayesian network. Thus, the Credal network can be seen as a collection of
Bayesian networks that share the same underlying graph (de Campos & Cozman, Credal Networks,
2008).
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Instead of computing the conditional dependence for the end nodes in a network alone, we introduce
three other computations that allow us to gauge the effect of dependence on the overall outcome of the
network. The first computation we perform as the wave function is collapsed is to make a draw
from all of the independent probabilities of each node; the independent behavior of each node tells us
how each event may occur without any external interactions. The second computation that we perform
is what we call the partially dependent case; in the lineage of a node, we compute the conditional
probability of the node in question by utilizing the independent probability of only its parents: 𝑃𝑝𝑝 =
∏ 𝑃𝑝𝑑 (𝑛|𝜋𝑛 ). This allows us to interrogate the possible
influences of each node’s parents on only its nearest
neighbors and contrast that with the independent behavior
of the node. The third computation performed is an
extension of the Markov Blanket method of inference (Pellet
& Elisseeff, 2008). In this method we utilize the nodes within
a specified radius (number of ancestors from the subject
node) in the conditional independence computations of the
specified node. This allows us to bridge the knowledge gap
between fully dependent (the complete conditional
Figure 7: Independence v. Conditional Dependence –
dependence computation) and the partially dependent
The lower line represents un-optimized independent
case in order to ascertain the impact of ancestors on
behaviors while the top line represents an optimized
each node and provides a method to begin optimizing
dependent set of behaviors. The middle line depicts a
methodology between fully independent and
events through both their physical structure and
dependent behaviors.

employment: 𝑃(𝑋) = ∏𝑖 𝑃(𝑋𝑖|𝑃𝑎(𝑋𝑖 )) and as seen
in
Figure 7.
One will notice, in the equations above, that we have introduced a normalization factor for each
computation. This normalization factor allows us to handle structure variants that include both serial
and parallel nodes, much along the lines of reliability computations (Miller, Kelleher, & Wong, 2004).
The reason we introduce this factor is to approximate the benefit of having multiple paths to the same
action in the system. Sometimes these multiple paths will be beneficial and some detrimental but we
need to be able to explore the possibility of each occurring in the mission threads. This concept will be
much more relevant in the discussion of simulation below.
Collapsing the wave functions continuously allows us to sample the distributions that define the
behaviors of the events in each Mission Thread. Computing the four measurements stated above allows
us to (upon analysis) gain some insight into the architecture and behavior of the SoS and assess how we
may improve the overall outcomes of the SoS by making changes to either the structure of the SoS or its
employment.
In order to augment the discussion on computations, we have found, through this research, and by
modeling a number of different systems, that there are eight fundamental forms that comprise all other
networks. Each of these forms has its own computational benefits and detractors and represents a
unique strategy for information production, consumption, and transfer through the system (both
internally to components and externally between them). These eight fundamental forms are depicted in
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Figure 8 and will be discussed in greater detail in another work. The fundamental forms allow us to
rapidly characterize and compose more complex spaces and understand, prior to simulation, some of
the complexities and
risks that a certain
architecture and
employment strategy
combination may have.
This also allows us to
increase computational
speed as we can
decompose each
network into
Figure 8: Fundamental Network Forms
fundamental forms and
use a computation
template augmented by the range of values for each node rather than traversing the tree at every
computational step.

2.2.2

Agent-Based Modeling Extensions

So, we can compute likelihoods of outcomes by collapsing the wave functions of the Mission Threads
and we should do it many times to give us a statistically relevant amount of data from which to extract
an understanding of how the system may behave given different conditions and dependence on the
behavior of the components which comprise it. We do this by extending Agent-based techniques
(Garrett, Baron, Moreland, & Anderson, 2012) (Jamshidi, 2009) and following a multiple-worlds
approach (Everett, 1957) (Esfield, 1999) (de Witt & Graham, 1973), where everything that can happen
does. Above, we discussed the concept of Mission Threads as used in SoS Modeling and inherent in that
modeling technique is a complete representation of the system or SoS under one employment strategy.
In order to explore all strategies and multiple strategies being employed simultaneously we created the
notion of Hyper-Agents, and we embed multiple Mission Threads (that are of interest to the
analyst/user/designer) into each Hyper-Agent.

Figure 9: A Single Hyper-Agent Reacting to Two Stimuli
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A single Hyper-Agent comprises a set of Event
Spaces, or Mission Threads and a set of decision
logic that dictates how the Mission Threads are
chosen. The decision logic within a HyperAgent is intended to provide a heuristic for
choosing which Mission Threads will be used to
perform calculations when a stimulus interacts
with the system. The decision logic can be as
simple as weights on a random number
generator or as complex as a Decision
Thinking/Decision Science (Pyster & Olwell,
2013) model that attempts to choose the best
engagement strategy for each stimuli. In the
multi-worlds approach, we wish to minimize the
constraint on the decision logic and typically
8

use a weighting scheme for the choice of Mission Thread. This ultimately leads to being able to optimize
not only the architecture and individual stimulus employment, but employment over a broad range of
multiple stimuli conditions.
A set of Hyper-Agents, each complete with their own set of Event Spaces and decision logic, is placed
onto a game-board with a set of
stimuli that are allowed to interact
with the Hyper-Agents. In the most
basic mode of operation, the stimuli
are set to traverse the game-board
at random and each time they
interact with a stationary HyperAgent they set in motion the wave
function collapse described
previously. This allows us to gather
data over a wide range of different
stimuli configurations acting on the
SoS without expending too much
Figure 10: Hyper-Agent Simulation
energy explicitly defining the stimuli.
However, the same technique to model
the System of Interest (SOI) could also be performed on the stimuli, thus allowing simultaneous
exploration of both systems.
In order to deal with multiple, concurrent, stimuli we have devised a method to interrogating
employment of multiple (or even the same multiple times) Mission Threads given the stimulus
environment. To illustrate the methodology, we pose a scenario.
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Assume that there is a single Hyper-Agent in the simulation. Within the Hyper-Agent are 5 different
Mission Threads (A, B, C, D, E); associated
with those threads is a single decision logic
that weighs the threads with weights (a = 0.1,
b = 0.7, c = 0.05, d = 0.05, e = 0.1) (this is the
most basic decision logic). When the first
stimulus interacts with the agent, a dice-roll
is made and, based on the decision logic,
Mission Thread B is chosen. The wave
function of threat B is collapsed and the data
logged. The original stimulus (1) is set to
interact with the system for 3 steps of the
simulation so its internal counter is
decremented and the simulation progresses

Figure 11: Hyper-Agent Composition with Simple Decision Logic

one step. During this step a second stimulus (2) interacts with
the agent as well.
The decision logic is interrogated for the second stimuli and it
is found that thread A should be used. Thus, threads A and B
are active but offset by one simulation step. Because each
Mission Thread represents an independent instantiation of
the system we must determine how the two threads may
interact (i.e., limiting resources as multiple simultaneous
events occur on the same physical entity). To do this, we
convolve the two threads into a single one with new edges
between events that execute on the same physical node.
With these additional relatives in the heritage of the second
Mission Thread we can start to uncover traditionally nonlinear behaviors without performing any non-linear math. A
notional example of this can be seen in Figure 12.
This method of convolution provides an easy mechanism to
probe many loading issues that SoS’s encounter without
attempting to represent explicitly the loaded conditions. By
taking advantage of conditional probabilities and their
computations in the Credal network, we can easily see any
behavioral changes and can predict possible performance
Figure 12: Convolving Multiple Mission
Threads
issues or conditions under which the system may become
unstable. Each new, convolved thread is stored for
subsequent reuse and analysis which allows users to identify conditions that may be favorable or
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unfavorable and focus the simulation on those conditions alone in an attempt to exploit or avoid,
respectively, those conditions.

2.2.3

Data Collection and Analysis

We stated above that we believe that anything that can happen, will. We follow this mantra by
allowing, through simulation, a large number of conditions to be exercised through the simulation
during any given run. By embedding tens
or hundreds of agents in a field of
hundreds or thousands of stimuli we can
achieve enormous variations in the
parameter space of the SoS, including
multi-stimuli loading conditions, in a very
short time. As an example, a simple test
run of the simulation with 100 agents
and 1,000 stimuli in a scenario produced
30,000 different parameter and stimulus
variations in less than 12 seconds. We
collect data from each node in each
event space in each agent as they are
involved in interactions with stimuli,
creating a large amount of data that
defines a behavioral response surface
(Figure 13).
Figure 13: Notional Performance Surface

Exploring this surface with a number of
techniques (Jiminez & Landgrebe, 1997) (Giadrosich, 1995) (Grange, Jacobs, Prouhet, & Thengvall, 2012)
(Grange, Thengvall, & Kelly, Optimized Sensitivity Analysis (OptSA) for Defense Simulations, 2012) allows
us a plethora of analysis alternatives: optimization of employment and/or architecture, failure mode
analysis, forensic investigation, state bifurcation identification, sensitivity analysis, uncertainty
characterization, risk assessment, analysis of alternatives, and so on. Through the analysis engine that
we have incorporated in the tool suite developed, we can perform all of these analyses. However, we
must keep in mind that through the modeling process we make a number of assumptions (based on the
level of abstraction desired) so the information extracted through analysis is focused on trends and
behaviors vice absolute values. The technique of trying to explore all possible options is intended to
identify possible points of concern or goodness and augmenting higher fidelity or resolution models and
simulations by narrowing the possible parameter space.
Part of our approach is to provide user or role based analysis information. To that end, we have
developed a number of algorithms and approaches to simplify the output of the analysis process to
answer specific questions that a decision maker may pose. Some of the questions we expect the user to
pose to the system under simulation are:





How complex is the architecture?
To what parameters is the system sensitive?
What conditions may make the system break/fail?
Where does the system typically break/fail? (internal and external conditions alike)
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What is the inherent uncertainty in the system model?
What employment strategies should be used or avoided?

Each of these questions can be answered through a combination of techniques and the answers are
readily made available to the user of the system.

2.2.4

Hyper-Agent Simulation Use Cases

No discussion of a new technique and methodology would be complete without discussing some of its
possible uses. We envision that the methodology could be used for many different intended uses but
we have focused primarily on two in our current research: architecture and employment analysis (how
will the system behave/perform with these components and strategies) and forensic analysis (what
broke and why).
The architecture and employment analysis use case encompasses such analyses as complexity of the
architecture, complexity of the employment, optimal configurations for both architecture and
employment, trade studies of new/additional capabilities, and optimization of existing capabilities. This
ultimately allows us to design from the ground up (based on requirements or accepted capabilities) or to
propose ways in which to incorporate new capabilities (either developed or conceptual) into an existing
system of systems.
The forensic analysis intended use comprises break point analysis, chaotic behavioral analysis and
parameter sensitivity analysis to identify specific parameters and value ranges which may cause the
system to be unstable or to fail completely. Forensic analysis requires that we search the parameter
space for a given
failure condition
and then investigate
the cause and/or
nature of the
failure. In the
analysis we can
typically identify
failure modes as a
Figure 14: Bifurcations of State
divergence or
bifurcation of state
given various input parameters (Figure 14).
For one of our customers we investigated a problem that was directed at a single component of the SoS
architecture; after spending a year investigating the problem at the component level, not only was the
cause of the issue not discovered but the problem could not reliably be reproduced. We took the
problem and viewed it from the SoS perspective and in a simulation run of only 4 minutes and analysis
of roughly one day, we were able to identify that the information provided to the component in
question could cause the condition to occur in a handful of cases. We were later confirmed through
focused end-to-end simulation efforts and the information quality problem was remedied.

2.2.5

Advantages and Disadvantages

One of the advantages of the approach espoused above is that it can explore a huge variety of
parametric combinations in a very short period of time. In contrast, if we were to attempt to do the
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same exploration of a parameter space using a Monte Carlo approach (Giadrosich, 1995) against our
30,000 variation experiment in section 2.2.3, it would take at least two orders of magnitude longer.
While the data analysis and reduction may be fractionally less difficult in a Monte Carlo simulation
because we have isolated parameters, the time trade off of producing the same amount of data, we
believe, makes this technique superior.
By exercising that vast majority of options in the system of interest and reducing the data
simultaneously, we can rapidly deduce which parameters and parameter value ranges impact the
system’s behavior and then only vary those parameters. This allows us to accomplish a Design of
Experiments (Giadrosich, 1995) reduction of parameters in a very short period of time. We also have
the ability to explicitly capture and document the uncertainty and assumptions made in the simulation
and can correlate these with results of the simulation.
However, because so much data is produced by this method, reduction and analysis thereof can be a bit
tricky and techniques for handling large amounts of information must be employed. This can cause a
slight lag in the system when running in a recursive analysis or optimization routine but overall it does
not significantly affect the scenario execution time. Additionally, we can immediately introduce the
notions of uncertainty and assumption into a risk model regarding the use of the information provided
from simulation and analysis.

2.2.6

Uncertainty and Exercising Incomplete Information

One of the advantages of using Credal networks over those of the Bayesian persuasion is that we can
incorporate epistemic uncertainty into each node vice just aleatoric (Der Kiureghian & Ditlevsen, 2009).
When a Credal set is associated with a node in the network, each member of that set can be seen as a
member of an independent Bayesian network with selected members of the sets at each other node.
Also, the functions in the Credal sets do not have to be continuous over the whole space, so we can do
much more exploration of epistemic uncertainty than with most other techniques. Ultimately this
allows us to explore a much broader space than traditional methods and allows us to explore
incomplete or imprecise information; a valuable tool when trying to drive out emergent behaviors.
In addition to the exploration of uncertainty in nodal behavior as a way to exercise incomplete
information, we also provide multivariate optimization techniques (Jiminez & Landgrebe, 1997) to
modify Mission Thread structure based on experimental results. Allowing the best of breed (nodes and
networks) to be driven out in the multi-world approach provides a strong framework for Genetic
Algorithms and Swarm optimization techniques to backward propagate those structures which are
optimal into the original models of the system.
Because we leverage Credal networks and evolution of models, the information that drives the initial
formulation of models need not be complete. We have seen evidence that, on average, 50%
completeness is sufficient to capture the overall behaviors of the model, drive out emergent behavior
from the other 50% of the system, and evolve the original models into models that do provide a 90-95%
complete model of the system of interest. This alleviates many problems that modelers have in both
continuum simulation and discrete event simulation: exploring hundreds or thousands of parameters
simultaneously and evolving the solution space with these results provides significant time and effort
savings over traditional techniques.
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3

Problem Definition and Results

As a proof of concept, we developed a set of models, derived from the Operational Environment,
representing a pair of sensors and a command and control system coordinating between them.
During a test, one of the sensors was unable to provide information to the command and control center
on one of the objects in its field
of view. This issue was allocated
to the component sensor and
the owners of that system spent
a year attempting to reproduce
the failure with no success. At
no point were the system
owners capable of recreating the
failure, no matter the conditions
to which they subjected the
system. Unable to recreate the
problem, the system owners
pushed back to the system of
systems owners and reported
that it was not a problem with
their sensor; this is where the
problem sat for the better part
of six months.
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Figure 15: Models of the Sensor, Sensor, C2 Network
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We approached the teams and
requested information enough
to build a model of the
conditions and exercise the tools
and techniques described in
section 2. In a little over a day
we produced the following
models of the situation that the
pair of sensors and the
command and control system
experienced. Those models are
depicted in Figure 15.
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Each of the three models were embedded in a Hyper-Agent with decision logic that made selection of
the networks equally weighted.
100 such agents were then
embedded in a simulation with
1,000 stimuli and the simulation
was executed. Over the period
of a minute, we gathered nearly
250,000 collapses of the wave
functions with a wide range of
single and multiple stimulus
Figure 16: Large changes in value and divergence from the independent case may
interactions. From these results
indicate behavioral ineffectiveness
we performed a number of
analyses and determined that there are a number of conditions at the SoS level that cause the other
sensor in the system (not the one originally blamed for the error) to report incorrectly or late on the
objects within its field of view. This error is propagated as a large uncertainty in state to the other events
(and physical systems in the SoS) which ultimately causes the cueing feature of the second sensor to
fail, resulting in the inability to track the appropriate object(s) within its field of view.
Upon reporting
these findings to
the SoS owners,
the entire system
was composed
with a set of
control and
experimental
conditions that
explored the
conditions that we
Figure 17: Second Derivative Analysis
discovered and it
was confirmed that the interoperability between the three components was to blame for the behavior
of the sensor in question, as stated above.

4 Conclusions
We have developed a novel method and set of supporting tools to better interrogate the interoperability
and behavioral nuances of complex systems and systems of systems. We provide a technique
to capture the Mission Environment of the system and then accurately extract Mission
Threads based on TTP and CONOPS as well as other execution nuances. We provide, through the
employment of Credal networks, a methodology to explore a huge amount of variability and, ultimately,
uncertainty in the Mission Threads. With the introduction of Hyper-Agents and collapsing wave
functions, we provide a mechanism to rapidly explore millions of permutations of input parameters and
multiple stimuli interacting with the Hyper-Agents in a very small amount of time. Utilizing optimization
and other mechanisms to evolve network structure, we can provide an assessment of optimal behavior
and optimal architecture to be employed in the defined Mission Environment. With the methodology
and tools introduced we can make informed assessments of complexity, architectural effectiveness and
© 2014 ISSAC Corp
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behavior, and risk assessment; we can identify optimal employment strategies and architectural
paradigms as well as find root cause of observed behaviors and the conditions that precipitate them.
While what we developed is a very useful tool, it requires the information generated by higher
resolution component models to define distribution functions; however, this can be an iterative process
by which our tools are informed by the component models and then we can inform higher resolution
models or compositions as to where issues may possibly be found, thus reducing the parameter space
that must be investigated and the time and cost invested in exercising high resolution simulations.
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